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QUESTION 1

Refer to the exhibit: Your customer configured a ClearPass server to process the Guest and Secure SSIDs
broadcasting from both Aruba and Cisco WLAN controllers When an Employee connects to Aruba or Cisco secure
SSID, the authentication hits the guest service causing the client to fail the connection to the network. What change can
be implemented to make both the secure and guest services created for Aruba and Cisco devices to work correctly? 
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A. Move the HS-Guest User Authentication with MAC Caching service to the first position. 

B. Modify the service rule matching algorithm to ALL in HS-Guest User Authentication service. 

C. Disable HS-Guest User Authentication service and move HS-Guest MAC Authentication to seventh position. 

D. Move the HS_Building Aruba 802.1x service to the second position in the service order. 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

You have recently implemented a serf-registration portal in ClearPass Guest to be used on a Guest SSID broadcast
from an Aruba controller. Your customer has started complaining that the users are not able to reliably access the
internet after clicking the login button on the receipt page. They tell you that the users will click the login button multiple
times and alter about a minute they gain access. What could be causing this issue? 

A. The self-registration page is configured with a 1 minute login delay. 

B. The guest client is delayed getting an IP address from the DHCP server. 

C. The guest users are assigned a firewall user role that has a rate limit. 

D. The enforcement profile on ClearPass is set up with an lETF:session delay. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has completed all the required configurations in the Windows server in order for Active Directory Certificate
Services (ADCS) to sign Onboard device TLS certificates. The Onboard portal and the Onboard services are also
configured. Testing shows that the Client certificates ate still signed by the Onboard Certificate Authority and not ADCS.
How can you help the customer with the situation? 

A. Educate the customer that, when integrating with Active Directory Certificate Services (ADCS) the Onboard CA will
the same authority used for signing me final TLS certificate of the device. 

B. Configure the identity certificate signer as Active Directory Certificate Services and enter the ADCS URL
http://ADCSVVeoEnrollmentServemostname/certsrv in the OnBoard Provisioning settings. 

C. Enable access to EST servers from the Certificate Authority to make ClearPass Onboard to use of the Active
Directory Certificate Services (ADCS) web enrollment to sign the device TLS certificates. 

D. Enable access to SCEP servers from the Certificate Authority to make ClearPass Onboard to use of the Active
Directory Certificate Services (ADCS) web enrollment to sign the device TLS certificates. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are integrating a Postgres SQL server with the ClearPass Policy Manager. What steps will you follow to complete
the integration process? (Select three) 

A. Click on the default filter name with pre-defined filter queries and check box to enable as role. 

B. Specify a new filter with filter queries to fetch authentication and authorization attributes. 

C. Attribute Name under filter configuration must match one of the columns being requested from the database table. 
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D. Create a new Endpoint context server and add the SQL server IP, credentilas and the database name. 

E. Alias Name under filter configuration must match one of the columns being requested from the database table. 

F. Create a new authentication source and add the SQL server IP, credentials and the database name. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

 

QUESTION 5

You have Integrated ClearPass Onboard with Active Directory Certificate Services (ADCS) web enrollment to sign the
Anal device TLS certificates The Onboard provisioning process completes successfully but when the user finally clicks
connect, the user falls to connect to the network with an unknown_ca certificate error. What steps will you follow to
complete the requirement? 

A. Make sure that the ClearPass servers are using the default self-signed certificates for both SSL and RADIUS server
identity 

B. Add the ADCS root certificate to both the CPPM Certificate trust list and to the Onboard Certificate Store trust list 

C. Make sure both the ClearPass servers have different certificates used for both SSL and RADIUS server identity. 

D. Export the self-signed certificate from the ClearPass servers and manually add them as trusted certificates in clients 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Refer to the exhibit: 
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A customer has just configured a Posture Policy and the T2-Healthcheck Service. Next they installed the 

OnGuard Agent on Secure_Employee SSID. When they check Access Tracker they see many WEBAUTH 

requests are being triggered. 

What could be the reason? 

A. OnGuard Web-Based Health Check interval has been wrongly configured to three minutes. 

B. The OnGuard Agent trigger the events based on changing the Health Status 

C. TCP port 6658 is not allowed between the client and the ClearPass server 

D. The OnGuard Agent is connecting to the Data Port interface on ClearPass 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit: You have configured Onboard but me customer could not onboard one of his devices and has sent
you the above screenshots. How could you resolve the issue? 

A. Instruct the user to delete the profile on one of their other BYOD devices. 

B. Instruct the user to run the Quick connect application in Sponsor Mode. 

C. Increase the maximum number of devices allowed by the individual user account. 

D. Increase the maximum number of devices that all users can provision to 3. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8
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A Customer has these requirements: 

* 

2.000 loT endpoints that use MAC authentication 

* 

6,000 endpoints using a mix of username/password and certificate (Corporate/BYOD) based authentication 

* 

1,000 guest endpoints at peak usage that use guest self-registration 

* 

1500 BYOD devices estimated as 3 devices per User (500 users) 

* 

2,500 endpoints that have OnGuard installed and connect on a daily basis 

What licenses should be installed to meet customer requirements? 

A. 11,500 Access, 500 Onboard, 2,500 Onguard 

B. 13.000 Access, 1.500 Onboard, 2,500 Onguard 

C. 11,500 Access, 1,500 Onboard, 2.500 Onguard 

D. 9,000 Access, 500 Onboard. 2.500 Onguard 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A customer has a ClearPass cluster deployment with four servers, two servers at the data center and two servers at a
large remote site connected over an SD-WAN solution The customer would like to implement OnGuard, Guest Self-
Registration, and 802.1x authentication across their entire environment. During testing the customer is complaining that
users connecting to an Instant Cluster Employee SSID at the remote site, with the OnGuard Persistent Agent installed
are randomly getting their health check missed. What could be a possible cause of this behavior? 

A. The OnGuard Clients are automatically mapped to the Policy Manager Zone based on their IP range but an ACL on
the switch could be blocking access. 

B. The traffic on the TCP port 6658 is congested due to the fact that this port is also used by the IPsec keep-alive
packets of the SD-WAN solution. 

C. The ClearPass Policy Manager zones have been defined but the local IP sub-nets have not been property mapped to
the zones and the OnGuard Agent might connect to any of the servers in the cluster. 

D. The Aruba-user-role received by the IAP is filtering the TCP port 6658 to the ClearPass servers and after 10 seconds
the SSL fallback gets activated and randomly generates the issue. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

Refer to the exhibit: 
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A customer has configured the Aruba Controller for administrative authentication using ClearPass as a TACACS server.
During testing, the read-only user is getting the root access role. What could be a possible reason for this behavior?
(Select two.) 

A. The Controllers Admin Authentication Options Default role is mapped to toot. 

B. The ClearPass user role associated to the read-only user is wrong 

C. The Controller Server Group Match Rules are changing the user role 

D. The read-only enforcement profile is mapped to the root role 

E. On the Controller, the TACAC$ authentication server Is not configured for Session authorization 

Correct Answer: CE 
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